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В работе приводятся результаты расчетов нейтронно-физических
характеристик модели натрий-охпаждаемого космического реактора.
Использованы различные приближения многогруппового уравнения переноса -
диффузия, метод дискретных ординат, метод характеристик как в
гомогенных R-z моделях, так и в двумерных гетерогенных моделях в
нерегулярной геометрии. Проведенные исследования позволяют оценить
гетерогенные и кинетические эффекты в рассматриваемой модели реактора.

Different approximations of the multigroup transport equation are
usually used in both deciding and justifying nuclear reactor design.
Diffusion approximation is used in optimization studies, and for
operational needs. Accurate transport and Monte-Carlo solutions may be
necessary to assess precision of simplified models and to justify
reactor safety [1].

Some evaluations of the transport (ТЕ) and heterogeneous (HE)
effects for intermediate version of sodium cooled space-type reactor
[1] are given in this paper. Material placement in R-Z reactor model
is shown in Fig.la. Core is assembled by 30 degree sectors (see Fig.lb)
in ring shape and surrounded by BeO reflector. Gaseous and liquid
sodium is used as coolant. Central and radial control rods (CR) contain
20%

 10
B enriched B

4
C as absorber material. 63% enriched uranium nitride

is used as fuel composition.
ТЕ evaluation has been carried out by comparison diffusion and S

4

transport solutions in R-Z reactor model (Fig.la, 94x60 mesh points in
R and Z direction respectively) for two reactor states: lhom - reactor
without CR; 2hom - reactor with fully inserted central CR (M2 material
in Fig. la) . Pick of power distribution, CR worth and K^ have been taken
into account for ТЕ evaluation.

HE effects evaluation has been performed by comparison transport
solutions for 2D simplified heterogeneous reactor model (SHRM) in
irregular geometry and ID cylindrical homogeneous reactor model
directly produced by appropriate material mixing on the SHRM basis. 2D
SHRM has been derived from 3D horizontal layer of the reactor (Fig.lb)
without central CR by cylinder to parallelepiped, volume conservative
and fuel rod symmetry plane conservative transformation (Fig.lc). The
following reactor states have been considered for these models: lhet -
core with radial CR, radial reflector width equals 7.3cm,- 2h«=it - the
same as lhet but radial reflector width equals 17.3cm; 3het - tne same
as lhet but without radial CR; 4het - the same as lhet but all material
temperatures equal 300K; 5het - the same as 4het but 51% of empty space
between fuel rods is filled by H

2
O. CR worth and K^ have been taken

into account for HE evaluation.
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All needed cross sections have been generated in the 26 groups
"transport" approximation by ARAMAKO-Sl code package.

Tables 1 and 2 present obtained results by TWODANT [2] (S«
calculation in R-Z geometry) and MCCG3D [3] (2D SHRM in irregular
geometry) code packages.

On the basis of these results one can conclude that: ТЕ and HE on
the K^ value are relatively small (ТЕ values are similar to those
presented in [lj), though there are cases where HE have different signs
(cp. lhet & 2het in table 2); ТЕ and HE on the CR worth seems to be
rather large; and HE on the Ĥ O worth is surprisingly negligible.
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Table 1. Transport theory effects (in brackets diffusion to
transport discrepancies are shown in percentage terms).

Method

Variant

Peak Power,
r e l . val.

CR Worth,

bk/kk' , %

s«
lhom

1.0138693

3.01665

2 horn

0.92234145

2.56386 .

9.79

Diffusion

lhom

0 . 9 6 5 0 3 ( - 5 )

2 . 8 7 5 ( - 5 )

2 horn

0 . 8 6 7 0 7 ( - 5 )

2 . 0 4 6 ( - 2 0 )

1 1 . 7 ( + 1 9 . 6 )

Table 2. Heterogeneous effects (in brackets homogeneous
heterogeneous discrepancies are shown in percentage terms).

to

Variant

l h e t , Krfj

2het, K̂ ,

3het, К*,

lhet-3het, CR Worth, Ak/kk' , %

4het, K^

5het, K^

4het-5het, нр Worth, Ak/kk' , %

2D heter.

1.02553

1.22648

1.04780

2.07

1.02550

1.22406

15.8

ID hotnog.

1.03458(+0.9)

1 . 2 1 2 8 K - 1 . 1 )

1.06298(+1.4)

2 . 5 8 ( + 2 4 . 7 )

1.03299-( + 0.7)

1 . 2 3 7 5 0 ( + i : i )

16.0 (+1.3)
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Fig.l. Material placement in the reactor (a);

half of the 30 degree symmetry sector (b) wich is

one layer in the core; simplified fuel rods represen-

tation for 2D irregular geometry model (c).
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